
OVERVIEW  
 
I believe that the best way to encourage voting in local elections would be to create a  
digital experience embedded into Facebook’s existing platform. After doing some initial research, I 
found that a voter guide feature had been implemented in the past during the 2016 election that 
served primarily as a hub for information, and users could find their polling place and share their 
list of chosen candidates with friends. While the main goal of that tool was education and 
awareness. I think there is an opportunity for Facebook to hone in on the social aspect of voting, 
providing ways for citizens to make a tangible voting plan with friends, ask questions, and engage 
with a number of interactive features that could make elections more of a way to build up 
communities online. I often find that elections make people feel bombarded with competing and 
often unreliable information, and while any effective voter tool needs to be educational, it also 
needs to be engaging and social to make a difference in voter turnout.   
 
With an engaging graphic and call to action button positioned right at the top of a user’s news feed 
or in the primary menu of the static sidebar, they’d be encouraged to check out the voter portal 
which would be organized in categories similar to the current setup of the Marketplace feature. 
The user’s location would determine their list of candidates as well as other geographical based 
features such as registration information and polling place locators. Once in the portal, the landing 
page would include a welcome message with timely updates, as well as a countdown to election 
day and a mini political news feed.  

 
Users can choose from a list of simple categories to guide their experience:  

● ‘Your Registration’ lets users register to vote through the RocktheVote online form, and/or 
look up their current registration, and share with friends to receive a special “I’m 
Registered to Vote” icon to be displayed next to your profile name. The exclusive badge 
would also serve as a link to the voter portal.  
 

● ‘Your Voting Plan’ would make logistics easier by encouraging users to make a tangible, 
realistic plan to get to the polls with friends, providing an interactive polling place map, 
information on transportation services, and an ‘Invite Friends’ feature that, if accepted, 
would transfer your voting plan over to your friend’s account, setting automatic reminders.  

 
● ‘Your Ballot’ would allow you to view and fill out a digital sample ballot to prepare for the 

booth, a broken-down list of any local referendums or relevant policy updates, and a 
comprehensive yet simplified list of all relevant candidates at the national, state, and local 
level. This would include a picture, party affiliation, their platform, a link to their official 
website, and links to additional fact-checked resources regarding their track record and 
political standings.  

 
● ‘Polls & Quizzes’ would serve as an interactive educational feature, with polls for relevant 

issues, a candidate match quiz, as well as a fun test of political knowledge that would allow 
people to compete with their friends. All quiz/poll results would be sharable to the user’s 
timeline.  
 

All of these categories would be designed to be welcoming and free of bias both in copy language 
and visual design, and serve as a hub to make our civic duty more personalized, engaging and 
social.  



ASSET LIST 
 

News Feed & Voter Portal Landing Page  

● Enticing Header Graphics (updated each day to keep feed fresh) 
● Call to Action Button Linked to Portal 
● Sidebar Icon with Coordinating Text Linked to Portal 

 
● Welcome Header Graphic 
● Animated Election Day Countdown 
● Election News Feed  
● Locator Icon with Location Text (Editable by User) 
● Category Icons with Coordinating Linked Text 

 

Your Registration 

● Hero Graphic  
● Options Menu 
● Embedded Rock the Vote Online Registration Form  
● Voter Lookup Form (Powered by State Board of Elections)  
● Share Button  
● I Am A Registered Voter Profile Icon (Obtained by either registering to vote or confirming existing 

registration)  
 

Your Voting Plan 

● Hero Graphic  
● Options Menu 
● Interactive Polling Place Map  

○ Locator Icons and Pop-Up Text for Details 
○ Get Directions Button 

● List of RideShare Services with links to schedule rides   
● Link to Local Transit Services  
● “My Plan” Form 

○ I am going to vote on… (auto-fill calendar date) at… (auto-fill time) 
○ My chosen polling place is... (auto-fill using maps data) 
○ My method of transportation is… (car, RideShare, transit, walking, etc.) 

● Invite Friends Button 
 

Your Ballot 

● Hero Graphic  
● Options Menu 
● Digital Sample Ballot (users can fill out online and download for reference) 
● Local Issues and Propositions List + coordinating links for additional resources  
● Candidates (National, State, and Local Lists) 

○ Candidate Picture  
○ Relevant Demographics (Party Affiliation, Age, Home State, Education) 
○ Platform Details 
○ Links providing additional fact-checked resources regarding candidate’s track record and 

political standings  
 

https://www.facebook.com/rockthevote/app/337680106275807/?ref=page_internal
https://vt.ncsbe.gov/RegLkup/


Polls & Quizzes  

● Hero Graphic  
● Options Menu 
● Current Issues Poll Interactive Form + Share Button 
● Candidate Quiz Interactive Form + Share Button 
● Political Knowledge Test Game + Share/Challenge Your Friends Button 
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REFLECTION 
 
I found myself really struggling with how to approach this assignment, as similar to my first 
persona, I’ve come to find this current election cycle particularly draining and disappointing, thus 
making it hard to feel inspired and motivated to create a digital experience to encourage others to 
vote. My personal experience with this election also came with challenges that I tried to use this 
structure development as a means of solving, such as creating a tangible voting plan you can stick 
to, and having a non-biased resource to find out which candidates your values best align with. As 
far as the aspects of the project went, I don’t think I’d ever realized just how many assets go into 
just a single web page, let alone a whole site or app. I had to really slow down and methodically 
think about what elements one would interact with in what order, and this helped define my 
content hierarchy as well. The journey maps in particular were a huge hurdle for me, as I kept 
finding it hard to think about how a person not necessarily like me would experience the same 
content. By the time I finished, I felt proud of myself for being able to look through their eyes and 
in turn know how to better develop for others, and I’m excited to continue to explore other 
viewpoints and desires in creating digital experiences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


